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Queen Mary 2
2017 & 2018

Project Type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tween deck in-service ship repair
Atlantic Ocean
Carnival Cruises
Lloyd’s Register
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia and SPS Technology

In conjunction with SRC Group, an in-service SPS
project for Carnival Cruises on board the Queen Mary
2 was completed in September 2018, following on
from a similar project in October 2017. Both projects
were undertaken during scheduled cruises between
New York, US and Southampton, UK. The repairs were
inspected and approved by Lloyd’s Register on both
sides of the Atlantic.

“The team was able to complete the repair under
challenging circumstances whilst the vessel was in-service.
In order not to impact on our guests’ cruise experience,
restrictions were placed on when works could be
undertaken which the team worked around, delivering the
project on time with minimal disruption.”
Andrew Menzies
Deck & Safety SME, Carnival UK
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Solitaire
2016

Project Type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Allseas Group S.A.
United Stevedores, Amsterdam
Lloyd’s Register
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia and SPS Technology

Allseas’ Solitaire is one of the largest pipelay vessels in the world
and has completed some of the most challenging projects in
which heavy pipe has been laid in very deep waters.
Fatigue and corrosion meant 550m2 of tank top in hold No. 6
needed to be reinstated. After a detailed assessment of the
necessary vessel repair was carried out, Allseas opted for SPS
instead of conventional steel renewal. The project was
undertaken with Lloyd’s Register class approval at United
Stevedores in Amsterdam.
Allseas’ Manager Technical Department, Quirien Grul, commented
that the company was satisfied with the outcome and the
professional and efficient execution of the work.

“I am very pleased with the performance and
will consider using SPS again should a similar
project have to be undertaken in the future.”
Quirien Grul
Allseas’ Manager Technical Department
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Fuel Tank Conversion for 2015
Emissions Requirements

Project type
Location
Owner
Team

HFO/MGO Fuel Tank Thermal Insulation
Qatar
Subject to NDA
SPS, CTS Offshore and Marine

MGO Tanks
HFO Tanks
SPS Overlay

HFO/MGO Fuel Tank Thermal Insulation
Summary
SPS was used to provide fuel tank thermal insulation on
three tankers, delivering:
• Cost effective insulation of boundary between adjacent
HFO and MGO tanks
• Maximum HFO and MGO tank capacity due to compact
thickness of SPS
• No changes to existing structure
• Zero through-life maintenance
Background
Three tankers needed thermal insulation boundaries
installed between two Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) tanks to create
a Marine Gas Oil (MGO) tank as part of the shipowner’s
strategy to meet new exhaust gas emission requirements.
IMO MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI has been amended to
require new standards for marine fuel oils when vessels

are operating in defined Emission Control Areas (ECA),
specifying a reduction of the sulphur content (SOx) to below
0.1% from January 2015.
Details
This was the first time that SPS had been used in this
application; and was verified by Lloyds Register (LR). Carried
out in Qatar for a global shipping company, the three ships
had areas of 50m² of SPS fitted to bulkheads between two
adjacent fuel tanks.
This SPS modification enables the operators to maintain
different but very stable temperatures in each individual
tank and maximise tank volume. Care must be taken to keep
low sulphur MGO fuels cool enough to maintain viscosity
and avoid operating problems. For HFO tanks the required
viscosity is achieved by heating the fuel up to 90°C, whereas
MGO should be stored at temperatures below 40°C.
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Therefore a layer of insulation is necessary between the
adjacent tanks, to maintain optimum storage temperatures.
SPS provides an efficient thermal barrier; maximising
available storage capacity as there is no need for void spaces
between the tanks which require through life inspection.
The SPS solution modifies existing fuel tanks quickly and
easily, with no changes to the ship’s structure. The standard
SPS specification uses an 8mm steel top plate with a 40mm
PU core. The SPS elastomer core’s thermal properties
(thermal conductivity k = 0.177 W/m°C) is a highly thermally
efficient. The simplicity of SPS allows its installation using
standard steel working techniques.
Emission Control Areas (ECA) as defined by the IMO.

SPS Product Specification
Fast

Short repair schedules

Non-disruptive

Minimal labour, no or reduced downtime

Economic

Reduced repair costs, lower operating costs, and increased
revenue

SPS Technology
SPS uses existing corroded or worn plating as one side of
a steel composite panel formed by a new top plate and
an elastomer core. The resulting composite fully restores
or enhances the strength of the original structure. SPS is
approved by all major Classification Societies.
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RSV Aurora Australis
2013

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Reinstatement/repair of bulkhead plating
Sembawang Shipyard, Singapore
P&O Maritime Services
Lloyd's Register

In general, cracking
appears to be a result of a
number of factors that have
accumulated over time,
compounded by the
relatively long and
continuous service in
severe operating
environments.
Lloyd's Register

The RSV Aurora Australis was brought to SPS Technology’s attention in 2013 by Classification Society,
Lloyd's Register, following their Life Expectancy Study for the 22-year-old vessel.
An Ice Class 1A Super Icebreaker owned by P&O Maritime Services, repairs were required for cracked
bulkhead plating between wing water ballast spaces and centreline fuel oil tanks. Cracking in several
locations on sloping plates were historically detected and reported since 1994 and all repairs completed
using conventional methods failed repeatedly. Sandwich Plate System structural composite solved this
problem by reducing the general levels of stress in the original structure; repairs using SPS spread the
load and share the stress.
SPS inhibited future crack propagation and eliminated the possibility of cross contamination in the event
of a crack propagating through the full thickness of the bulkhead plating. Since the time of the repair, and
with regular inspections, there was no re-occurrence of the cracking that we are aware of until the end of
her service.
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RSV Aurora Australis was decommissioned in March 2020. As Australia’s Antarctic flagship for 30 years, she
saw more than 150 trips to Antarctica. Since she was decommissioned, many of her passengers and crew
have retold stories of their voyages. The Aurora Australis Foundation has sought to buy both the Aurora
Australis and Aurora Australis II to open as floating museums, but so far, has only succeeded in buying the
latter.
RSV Aurora Australis has been replaced by the new state of the art icebreaker RSV NUYINA (IMO: 9797060),
commissioned in 2015 and completed in 2020.
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RoPax Ferry
2012

Project type
Location
Owner
Team

Enhancement/Noise and Vibration Damping
In-service, Mediterranean
Subject to NDA
DSME

SPS Technology's Sandwich Plate System can absorb many types of energy more efficiently than
traditional materials and can be used for noise and vibration damping. After collaborative research and
development with the client, SPS was specified on this new build roll on, roll off passenger (RoPax) ferry
to reduce noise due to the propeller, following passenger complaints about cabin noise levels.
Using large scale mock-ups, in which the actual passenger cabins were replicated, the noise within the
existing cabins was recreated and compared to noise in the cabin after SPS was applied. Collecting data
from microphones and accelerometers, the team measured the following:
Test cases:
Case 1 : Measuring the noise in cabin when tapping on the bare steel plate
Case 2 : Measuring the noise in cabin when tapping on the SPS
The results of the testing successfully showed that using SPS as an overlay reduced the noise to
required levels within the cabin. SPS was then applied to the bottom shell plating of the deck in question
on the vessel during service. In total, 40 cavities were filled - with elastomer injections covering a total
area of 42.2m - and the solution was to the satisfaction of the client, Class society and passengers.
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Single Hold Cargo Ships
Siegfried Lehmann, Heike
Lehmann and Marie Lehmann
2010

Project type
Owner
Location
Class
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Hans Lehmann
Alongside in Tallinn, Estonia
GL
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia

The tank top plating on single hold general cargo vessels the
Siegfried Lehmann, Heike Lehmann and Marie Lehmann
required renewal in accordance with Germanischer Lloyd’s
class requirements. The owner, Hans Lehmann KG, and ship
manager, Uniteam Marine, were keen to find the most
economical repair to extend the service life of the vessels with
minimal time out of service.
SPS was installed on all three vessels Siegfried Lehmann - 534m²
Heike Lehmann - 578m²
Marie Lehmann - 605m²
Totalling 1,717m²
These repairs were undertaken by SPS Technology and our
network partner, SRC, to provide project management,
steelwork and elastomer injections on the three-vessel
turnkey contract. Confidence in past experience with tank top
renewals meant the team could commit to a 10-day pit-stop.

Before SPS repair

After the SPS Repair

An equivalent repair using conventional crop and renewal
techniques would have taken upwards of 35 days per vessel.

"The dedication and professionalism of the SPS Technology project team to complete the work without delaying
the vessel impressed us. Using SPS simplified the tank top renewals and enabled us to substantially cut the repair
schedule to just 10 days.”
Dierk Faust
Managing Director, Hans Lehmann KG
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Korea Line Corporation
Five Bulk Carriers
2009

Silver Bell
Golden Bell
Marigold
Camellia
Anemone

3,532 m²
1,567 m²
1,390 m²
1,595 m²
2,397 m²

Background
Over 10,000 m² of tank top plating has been reinstated on
five Capesize bulk carriers for the Korea Line Corporation.
The projects were completed at Shanhaiguan shipyard in
2009, starting with the Silver Bell in January.

“We chose to use SPS on five of our bulk carriers
because it is a fast repair that delivers flatter,
longer lasting tank tops and the results improve
our operational costs”
Mr Y S Jeong, Vice President, Korea Line

E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Korea Line Corporation
All ive Korea Line Corporation projects have been
approved by Korea register and repaired using SPS
10-20-e (10 mm new steel - 20 mm elastomer existing steelwork).
SiLVer BeLL
Area
Productivity**
Date

3,532 m2
10 days / 353 m2 per day
January, 2009

GoLDen BeLL
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,567 m2
8 days / 195 m² per day
March, 2009

MAriGoLD
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,390 m2
10 days / 139 m² per day
March, 2009

CAMeLLiA
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,595 m2
7 days / 227 m² per day
June, 2009

Summary

AneMone
Area
Productivity**
Date

2,397 m2
9 days / 266 m² per day
August, 2009

• Reduced the repair schedule for all five vessels
• Simplified the repair procedure and minimised labour
requirements
• Delivered strengthened surfaces that are highly resistant
to impact loads
• Avoided the need to clean Fuel Oil tanks

Using SPS to reinstate the tank tops on the Silver Bell,
Marigold, Golden Bell, Camellia and Anemone at
Shanhaiguan:

The initial 3,532 m² of SPS was installed on the Silver Bell in just ten days, despite the North China winter and average
temperatures ranging from 3ºC to -6ºC. The success of this project lead the Korea Line Corporation to award IE and
Shanhaiguan further projects on the Marigold, Golden Bell, Camellia and Anemone.
These were the first SPS projects to be completed on Korean Register (KR) Classed vessels. Typical SPS design details have
been developed for bulk carriers and these were included in the first Class submission for the Silver Bell. As a result, once
KR had approved the design for the Silver Bell, they were able to provide a rapid approval service for the other four vessels.
SPS technicians worked closely with Korea Line and Shanhaiguan shipyard to ensure that the whole process was carried out
in accordance with the Class approved application procedure and with minimal impact on concurrent works.
SPS is a simpler and quicker repair process than conventional ‘crop and replace’ techniques. On these projects for Korea
Line, SPS eliminated the requirement to clean FO tanks and for overhead welding, which contributed to a reduction in
labour resources.
Tank tops repaired with SPS have superb impact resistance characteristics, they are less prone to deformation from cargo
handling operations and “dishing” is almost eliminated. This leads to improved cargo handling with reduced turnaround
times and enhanced operational economics for the Korea Line Corporation.
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Docebay Capesize Bulk Carrier
2008

Summary
The use of SPS to reinstate tank tops:
• Delivered a 40% reduction in repair schedule
• Led to improved structural performance and
operational economics

Background
The Docebay is a 152,308 dwt Capesize bulk carrier built in
1986, managed by V.Ships Cyprus and operating long-haul
trades including the export of Brazilian iron ore. The
repairs were carried out at the Cosco Nantong Shipyard in
China and at the time, it was the largest vessel to have had
tank tops reinstated with SPS.

Details
The Capesize Docebay had 1,932m² of tank tops, hopper
sides and stools reinstated using SPS.

Tank top reinstatement
Project type
Location
Cosco Nantong Shipyard, China
Manager
V.Ships, Cyprus
Classification Society ABS

SPS provided a non-disruptive repair, in a fraction of the
time that would have been required for a conventional
crop and replace procedure as SPS uses the existing worn
steelwork to form one side of the composite panel formed
by a new top plate and a polyurethane elastomer core.
The Docebay is used primarily for heavyweight cargoes
including iron ore, which subject her to demanding
operating conditions. SPS delivers improved impact
resistance and permanently flat surfaces.
“Dishing” of the tank tops has been almost entirely
eliminated leading to cargo handling, reduced turnaround
times and improved long term operational economics.
Maintenance costs are also likely to be reduced as a result
of enhanced resistance to wear and corrosion.

“Using SPS rather than conventional crop and
replace methods reduced our repair schedule
Atle Paulsen Superintendent V.Ships
by 40%.”
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Crowley Ambassador
2008

Project type
Location
Owner

Ro-Ro deck reinstatement
Panama, Central America
Interorient Marine Services

SPS incorporates existing worn steelwork to avoid
disturbing adjacent and under deck services. This
contributed to significant schedule savings as preparatory
steelwork and elastomer injection were both completed
without interrupting other routine repairs which were
being carried at the same time.
The repairs were completed in Panama, which helped to
minimise deviation and downtime as the yard has on its
operational route.

“The work with SPS went according to plan with
excellent consultation and service throughout
the process. The repair has been successful and
is de initely a time saver compared to cut and
renew.”
Alan Mitchell, Fleet Manager
Interorient Marine Services

Summary
Using SPS to reinstate main deck and stern ramp of the
Crowley Ambassador ensured:
• A fast project turnaround
• An economical repair close to operational routes in Central
America and the Caribbean
• Non-disruptive repairs that avoided disturbing adjacent
and under deck services

Background
The Crowley Ambassador is a 15,840 gross ton RoRo vessel
owned by Interorient Marine Services and operating a
regular regional liner service linking the US, Central America
and the Caribbean.

Details
A total 2,322m² area of the main deck on the Crowley
Ambassador were reinstated with SPS. The project was timed
to coincide with other routine repairs on board the ship.
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Pacific Star
2006

Project type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Carnival Plc
In service - Brisbane, Australia
RINA
Harris Pye

SPS was used in this project to strengthen to Class requirements a 29m² area of engine room tank top, above nine oil
tanks on board the 1982-built cruise ship Pacific Star (35,000 gross ton) owned by Carnival Plc and operated by Princess
Cruises.
Conventional steel repair would have taken the ship out of service and required lengthy and expensive gas-freeing of the
adjacent oil tanks before repairs could have been undertaken.
A riding squad comprising SPS Technology's technical staff and engineers from Harris Pye, Singapore carried out the
repair whilst the vessel was engaged in a scheduled cruise out of Brisbane, Australia.
The SPS solution involved fixing the perimeter bars to the tank top plating using structural adhesive to minimise the heat
input, while the top plates were then fully welded to the perimeter bars to form the cavities into which the elastomer
core material was injected. The resulting sandwich composite permanently restored the strength of the original structure.
SPS Technology carried out a heat transfer analysis followed by weld tests to ensure the temperatures on the existing
tank top plating during welding were low enough to safely apply SPS to the vessel structure surrounded by live fuel oil
tanks.
Despite restricted access to the location of the steel repair, the tank top was reinstated in just 8 days without any
disruption to the vessels schedule.

E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Repair and strengthening of Cruise Ships

SPS applications:
•Bulkheads • Decks • Gym loors • HFO/MGO tank thermal barriers • Machinery space upgrades
•Pool rooms • Side shell protection • Vibration and acoustic damping • Upgrade to Ice Class
•Tank tops • In-service below the waterline hull repairs
SPS is a steel-elastomer-steel composite used to permanently
repair and strengthen cruise ships.

Benefits... shorter schedules,
improved performance

It is a fast, non-intrusive, simple, safe, proven and class approved
method to reinstate worn areas of a vessel that can be undertaken
whilst the vessel is in operation with repair riding squads.

SPS delivers shorter, predictable schedules,
lower repair costs
• Typically four times faster than crop and
replace

Repair and Strengthening
In repair and strengthening, existing plating, which may be corroded
or deformed, is used as one side of composite by welding or by
using structural adhesives. A new flat face plate is then fixed over
the existing surface, creating a void precisely the thickness of the
core. The elastomer core is then injected to form a renewed, fully
composite structure, stronger and longer lasting than the original.

• Cold Work installation available

Innovative SPS solutions for the maritime and offshore industries
have been in-service since 1999. We have an established track record
in the repair, strengthening and construction of ships and offshore
assets. SPS is approved by all major Classification Societies.

• Lower repair risk as avoids removal of
attached services or equipment

• Repair undertaken during passage,
alongside in port or drydock
• Existing structure remains intact allowing
adjacent work to continue in parallel

Improved lifetime performance, lower
operating costs
• High impact resistance limits operational
damage to structure and coatings
• Range of metals used to suit end use
• Reduced fatigue stresses extend structural
lifecycle

E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Carnival, Queen Mary 2
• Two separate repairs
• In-service repair between New York/Southampton/ New York
• 88m² tween deck
• Second repair 48m²
• Tween Deck 8 and Deck A

Andrew Menzies, Deck & Safety SME, Carnival UK
“The team was able to complete the repair under
challenging circumstances whilst the vessel was inservice. In order not to impact on our guests’ cruise
experience, restrictions were placed on when works could
be undertaken which the team worked around, delivering
the project on time with minimal disruption.”

Princess Cruises, Sea Princess & Sun Princess
• SPS Partner, SRC, undertook the repair at Sembcorp
Marine’s Sembawang Shipyard, Singapore
• 86m2 in way of a starboard tween deck on Deck 14
• Work to public spaces below continued uninterrupted
• 62m² on Sun Princess followed

Holland America Groups’ Director of Technical
Operations, Joop Holtzer, commented:
“The SPS upgrade on board Sea Princess was wellprepared, executed smoothly and inished on schedule.”

Carnival, Pacific Star
• 29m² engine room tank top strengthened above nine oil
tanks
• Cold Work solution removed the need for
gas-freeing of adjacent oil tanks
• Project completed whilst ship engaged on cruise out of
Brisbane, Australia
• Project completed in eight days with no interruption to
schedule

Carnival, Arcadia
• SPS applied to tank top above the Fuel Oil Tank No.1 to
reinstate the existing plating
• Cold Work solution was used to avoid welding directly to
the tank top plating
• Project completed with riding squad on cruise from Dubai
to Southampton

Carnival, Oceana
• In-service repair to tank top
• 4m² bilge oil tank
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OSV Working Deck
Reinstatement
Benefits
Using SPS to upgrade offshore supply vessel (OSV)
working decks delivers:
• Superior impact, puncture and wear resistance giving
added protection to below deck spaces
• Zero through-life maintenance costs
• Removal of wooden sheathing improves drainage,
eliminates deck corrosion and reduces weight
• Faster solution to ‘crop and replace’ with minimal
disruption to the existing structure and service runs

Background
OSVs have large exposed working decks which are
traditionally timber clad. Timber’s susceptibility to damage
and quick deterioration, combined with mounting
maintenance and replacement costs, make it less suitable in
the long-term. Water trapped under the timber accelerates
corrosion of the steel deck plating. If left unchecked, this
can affect the integrity of the deck structure and cause
premature weakening and perforation, triggering the need
for unscheduled repair.

Details
SPS provides an excellent way to reinstate and upgrade
OSV working decks that strengthens and significantly
increases the impact resistance, with no structural
changes to the deck. The process does not involve any
intrusive steelwork; it is all carried out on the open deck,
with no disruption to internal spaces or service runs.
The addition of a suitable coating means limited through
life maintenance and no need to reinstall timber. SPS
installation uses standard steel working techniques.
This application has been approved by all major Class
Societies and SPS Technology has a portfolio of completed
projects it can share with you.
SPS is ideally suited for deck protection. Its use significantly
reduces maintenance programmes, associated costs and
disruption. If you value longevity and return on investment,
then choosing SPS is a sound decision you can make with
confidence.

Corroded deck with
timber sheathing
removed
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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SPS Citadel Access Protection
Enhanced protection against hostile attacks

Location
Design
Installation

Accesses leading to safe area or “Citadel”
SPS protection panels
By ship’s crew/steel contractors

Summary
SPS Citadel Access Protection provides:
• A new final barrier to delay and deter hostile attacks
• Protection within 90 seconds
• Enhanced protection from impact loads, blasts and
projectiles
• Ballistic and blast compliant designs available

Background
Citadel protection is a proven concept that has a successful
track record for protecting ships and crew from piracy.
The internationally recognised Best Management Practice
to Deter Piracy in the Gulf of Aden and off the coast of
Somalia recommends that due consideration should be
given to establishing a secure citadel that “is designed and
constructed to resist a determined pirate trying to gain
entry for a fixed period of time”. SPS is an ideal product for
citadel hardening.

Details
SPS Citadel Access Protection delays and deters entry to the
safe refuge. The SPS protection panels create a formidable
final barrier that is specifically designed to prevent
unauthorised access. The SPS panels are typically located
125mm inside the existing doorway and can be installed on
new construction vessels or retrofitted on existing vessels.

View from inside Citadel

The SPS system comprises
a solid steel frame, SPS
panels and clamps. The
solid steel frame is
straight forward to install
and is constructed from
standard steel profiles.
The frame is fully welded
around the existing
doorway and the SPS
panels are then secured
against the frame using
specially designed clamps.
The SPS barrier can either
be constructed from a
single hinged SPS door or
interlocking SPS panels
that are manhandled into
position.

View from outside Citadel

Once installed, the SPS barrier creates a detail free surface
that can be rapidly deployed within 90 seconds. The
panels slot into position and are secured by tightening
tommy screws in the clamps. When closed, the SPS panels
create an extremely strong barrier that can withstand
far higher impact loads than equivalent steel structures
with superb protection against ballistics and shrapnel
damage. Panels can be designed to survive/protect
against any defined ballistics or fragmentation threat.
Local removal/relocation of insulation and services may be required to fit
the frame
1
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SPS for Citadel Protection
Crew safety is the upmost importance to all seafarers,
operators and owners, never more so than when under
attack by pirates. Installing SPS Citadel Access Protection at
entrances to the designated citadel will better protect the
crew. SPS will delay the advance of pirates while the crew
retains command and control of the vessel and waits for
outside assistance.

in the US, UK and Japan demonstrated that SPS structures
outperform steel structures. Ballistic tests by QinetiQ (UK)
indicate that the risk of penetration from projectiles is
reduced by 75% and that these projectiles are stopped at
higher angles of attack. The test series also demonstrated
that SPS panels reduce the risk of fragmentation (scab)
from the outside surface of the panel, which is a common
cause of injury to personnel and damage to property.

The composite structure of SPS creates an extremely strong
barrier that is highly resistant to impact loads typically
inflicted by mechanical tools. The installed doorway was
tested by repeatedly hammering/stabbing the panels with
5kg sledge hammers, picks and pikes (see pictures below).
The panels proved extremely resilient, resisted indentation,
remained flat and secure after multiple attacks.

SPS is a structural composite material made up of two
metal plates bonded with an elastomer core. SPS delivers
high strength, superb impact resistance and enhanced
stiffness making it a more robust alternative to
conventional stiffened steel structures.

The composite structure of SPS provides triple-barrier
protection that is far superior to standard steel water-tight
doors. Ballistic tests conducted at leading military facilities

SPS is now used in a wide variety of products including
structural flooring, stadia and arena terraces, blast
enclosures, ships, offshore structures and bridges.

Test Equipment
Hammers, picks and pikes

Sandwich Plate System - SPS

SPS Panel Test
SPS panel repeatedly attacked

QinetiQ Ballistics Test
Protection from bullets and fragments
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SPS Impact Protection
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Proven standard for impact protection
Technology of choice for leading ship owners
• SPS is a lightweight alternative to conventional stiffened steel that provides exceptional energy absorption characteristics,
resisting impacts and minimising damage in key areas where extra protection is required to maintain safe and reliable
operations.
• Since 1999, SPS has been installed on a wide range of ships and offshore structures for repairs, strengthening and enhanced
impact protection. With approvals from all major classification societies, SPS has now become a standard specification item
for leading operators.

SPS side impact protection
Applying SPS during ship construction is an efficient and cost-effective solution to maintaining structural integrity, reducing
operational downtime and minimising risks to safety and the environment.

Reducing future repair costs
• SPS side impact protection outperforms conventional steel
solutions for typical damage cases, e.g. fender, wave and
collision impacts, reducing future repairs and steel renewals.

Increasing safety
• A study was commissioned by Single Buoy Moorings
to investigate the performance of SPS for protecting
sideshell structures of FPSOs in accordance with IMO
MEPCGuidelines.
• The study confirmed that the SPS ‘Compact Double
Hull’ provides at least equivalent side impact protection
compared to a conventional all-steel double hull, sponson
or cofferdam.

Reducing risk
• Using SPS on FPSOs eliminates the need for void spaces
found on traditional double hulls. This removes the need
for access, inspection, venting, gas freeing and other
maintenance activities; so reducing risk and minimising
through-life costs.

Steel

SPS

Typical damage cases on side shell areas

What is SPS?
SPS is a structural composite comprising two metal plates
bonded with an elastomer core.
In maritime structures, load-bearing plates are usually made
from steel, which is heavily stiffened to prevent buckling. SPS
eliminates the stiffening elements, making ship structures much
less complicated and much less prone to fatigue and corrosion.
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Tug contact and anchor impact areas
• Enhanced puncture resistance
• Safer handling for ships in port and lower maintenance
costs
• Improved safety and reliability for offshore operations
• Effective and proven operational risk reduction

Strengthening of pipe deck and lay-down
areas
• High impact and wear resistance
• Reduced maintenance costs and extended service life
• Added protection to high risk spaces below decks

Dropped object protection
• Added protection for structures vulnerable to dropped
objects such as drill collars and shackles etc
• Enhanced safety to high risk areas below decks, such
as thruster rooms and other working spaces
• Analytical studies confirm that SPS exceeds the puncture
resistance criteria applied to dropped object protection

Anchor handling pads
• SPS anchor pads stay flat, eliminating pooling, reducing
wear and corrosion
• Providing a safer working environment for crew,
extending service lifetime and reducing maintenance costs

What the owners say...
“The impact resistant qualities of SPS made it an
ideal material to use on this, the first FDPSO”
David Trimble, Prosafe Production Pte Ltd

"SPS provides the ideal side shell protection for
our FPSOs. It is applied quickly, delivers improved
impact resistance and reduces our operational
costs”
Lloyd’s Register

SPS side impact
protection and
reinstatement
installed on:

FPSO Petroleo Nautipa
FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21
FPSO Brasil
FPSO Conkouati
FPSO Benchamas Explorer
FPSO Serpentina
Semi-sub Sedco 702
Yetagun FSO
FPF 003

From top: Anchor impact areas, pipe deck protection, dropped object
protection, and anchor handling pads

FPSO Espoir Ivoirien
FSO Dampier Spirit
FPSO Baobab Ivorien - MV10
FPSO Sendje Ceiba
FPSO Petroleo Nautipa
FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21
FPSO Brasil
FPSO Conkouati
FPSO Benchamas Explorer

FPSO Serpentina
Semi-sub Sedco 702
Yetagun FSO
FPF 003
FPSO Espoir Ivoirien
FSO Dampier Spirit
FPSO Baobab Ivorien - MV10
FPSO Sendje Ceiba

E: maritime@spstechnology.com

spstechnology.com

How does SPS impact resistance outperform conventional steel structures?
• The steel faceplates bonded directly to the elastomer core form a high performance, impact resistant, structural
composite plate. The steel is placed where it is most effective and the elastomer core provides through thickness
flexibility to absorb energy, distribute loads and reduce hard spots and stress concentrations. The performance has been
verified by detailed analysis using industry-standard engineering software and proven by a range of full-scale tests.
• The result is a highly efficient structural plate system that has excellent puncture and impact resistance and is able to
withstand both regular in-service and extreme impact load events that occur through the lifetime of a structure.

IMO MEPC guideline testing

Rock drop tests

• FPSO collision protection using SPS ‘Compact Double Hull’

• Multiple rocks (500kg to 2,100kg) dropped from 3m
in full-scale tests

• 5,000 DWT supply vessel impacting at 5 knots

• Minor indents, no punctures or weld failures

• Proven to have ‘at least’ equivalent protection to
double hull

Heavy drop tests for SPS hatch cover

Dropped drill collar simulation

• DSME test using 4.7 tonnes weight with impactor,

• Simulated accidental impact cases for drill collars
weighing 3 tonnes dropped 9m from drill floor

simulating a dropped container with twist lock
• Steel hatch cover penetrated but no penetration on SPS

• Demonstrated no penetration of SPS protected structure

hatch cover

Steel

SPS
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